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INTRODUCTION

The Building Research Establishment Advisory Service tells us that

over half of the enquiries they receive are concerned with dampness
and they divide i-ts sources into four headings : Constructional

Moisture, Ground Water, Rain and Moisture produced by occupants and

their activities. Much of the dampness caused by rain is attributable

to the neglect of building o\'mers but this ';;13' ;directly linked with

inherent weaknesses both in original design~;;and in alterations and

the comparative ease with which regular maintenance can be carried
out.

Apart from redundancy of purpose the two main factors that control

the life of a building are its structural stability and the resistance

of its fabric to decay. Virtually all. decay involves the chemical

and physical action of water and this country has a year round climate

in whic·h the entry of water can activate or hasten the process of
decay. There is hardly a time in a yearly cycle when building fabric

dries out, particularly heavily saturated thick wal~s. Thro~ghout

our history architects have had to accommodate the requirement of

rain exclusion from their buildings and this paper is a look at,.
~.

some of the considerations they have made in so doing.

No designer has been able to ignore the need to keep out rain as ~
it is only a matter of days from the time occupiers begin to use

a building before they start to complain of any defects which cause

leaks. Probably because of this natural policing of the matter little
legislation has had to govern it although the public health acts have

constantly reminded us of the need to keep building interiors dry.

In mediaeval times when wattle and'daub ,construction dominated the

domestic architecture of most regions there was no common window

glass and it is difficult to evaluate the standard of dampness in
interiors that was considered acceptable. No doubt standards were

far lower than they are today but what we do know is that
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protection of most walls and openings was provided by overhanging
eaves. It was not till building regulations began to discourage
these to prevent the spread of fire that we had a conflic~ between
the logical protection of the wall from one element by the need to

protect it from another. In general that was an urban problem
but in London from the early 18th century fire prevention regulations
demanded non combustable brick or stone wall faces with parapets,
and projecting eaves were discontinued. The stone and brick facing
and edges of openings became more vulnerable.

From the variety of building plans and prorIles- it is doubtful
, ,.

whether any architect has felt that designir£g for rainwater disposal
could so dominate other considerations of spacial aspirations,

convenience, structural limitations and constructional techniques
that any buildings can be identified as little more than an exercise
in rainwater disposal. Nevertheless architects have undoubtedly
had to compromise their aspirations to meet the practical needs for
reasonably simple roof designs and where scant attention has been
given to the practical necessities a protracted history of
maintenance problems has often followed.

In caring for old buildings anyone ericountering a nistory of

recurring problems needs to look hard at the remedial measures
used over the years to alleviate the trouble as some repairs may. ~

have made matters worse. Wherever possible an architect should
aim to simplify the need for unduly frequent maintenanc~ by attention
to the detailed design and making repairs in accordanc-e with good
practice which stems from a sympathetic handling and understanding
of the construction and materials used. A healthy respect for the
original building designer and his intentions should. be the'
starting point.

In preparing this paper I have in mind addressing it to members
of my own office, architects and technicians who are d~ily making

decisions about the exclusion of rainwat~r from new and old
buildings but who have not had the opportunity to stand back

from their drawing boards and reflect on design considerations
for rainwater "in general.
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As a framework I will look first at walls, then roofs, gutters and

downpipes. The examples referred to do. not follow historical

sequence nor are they confined to this country, they are simply

buildings observed in passing. Several. happen to be in Scotland

and Romania where custom has generated regional solutions to

universial problems.

There is little reference in the text to damp proof courses, or

mastic joints which are used widely in the present century to

counter rain penetration. Now-adays they are relied on too

heavily: and reflection on traditional detatIs makes some modern

practice seem unduly casual ~md optimistic .....

~....

,
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WALLS

There are three ways of preventing rainwater entering a building
through its walls, by construction round the outer face of a
continuous impermeable skin, by the use of a sufficient
thickness of permeable material that resists the wind and rain
from passing through it and by inclusion within the wall
thickness of a continuous cavity that breaks the route of
capillary movement within" i t;s thickness. '"".

", J
"

- ..... ,

The weakness of this finiSh lies in the speed of deterioration
when the paint skin fails, water, once behind the impervious
surface, has diffiCUlty in escaping, and pU~hes off the face
in attempting to dry out or when freezing. Harling being rough

Historic buildings have rarely used this impermeable skin method
and rendering of permeable surfaces is the closest comparison.
These have various finishes ranging from rough te~tured 'harling')
characteristic of Scotland, to the smooth surfaces of Regency

Modern buildings, particularly those of the curtain wall type,

rely on the combination of impermeable materials such as glass
and metal joined with mastic to exclude rain like an oil skin
coat. This is often combined as a second line of defence, with
a cavity and an inSUlating vapour barrier sandwich to resist
condensation.

~":!'

•

terraces.

Rendering

The painted renderings, as for example of Nash terraces, stand
out as a most ambiti~us attempt to resist weather in this way.
Here of course the 'intention was not technical achievement but
to avoid the use of brick facing and accomplish a spectaCUlar
visual effect without incurring the costs of stonework. It was
a cheap initial solution to an ambitious programme and the high
cost of maintenance was a forcible consequence. Fig. 1 & 2
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Porosity

and less reluctant to absorb some rain) has at the same time a
greater surface area from which evaporation can take place.
Even though the cycle of wetting and drying does require
replacement of the coating about every forty to sixty years,
this is still more frequent than one would expect to replace
brick or stone facing.

The life of walls built of stone or brick and the amount of
penetration is dependent on the porosity of the material and
tightness of the joints. The most important principle to grasp
is the distinction between an open joint or crack which may
channel water to the inside and the phenomenon of water moving
through pores from the wet part of a material towards the drier.
This is readily seen on a thin surface in the exam~le of liquid
appl~ed to blotting paper where it spreads from the wet spot
outwards across the dry paper. With porous building components
the same happens in three dimension~ and this is simply
illustrated by standing a brick in a saucer of water .•

The capillary action of water entering dry pores is more powerful
than the affect of gravity.pulling water downwards .. At normal
atmospheric pressure it will rise up to a metre in these

conditions before the weight of water balances the tendency for
it to rise. This is the phenomenon we all know as 'rising damp'
and while it is not referred to extensively in this paper, the
idea that rain striking a wall surface spreads upwards as well
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as inwards and downwards in porous materials has to be born in

mind constantly.

In old buildings lime mortar was the jointing material and this

is excellent in behaviour under the wetting and drying cycle,

as lime swells when wet, thus tend to compact and seal pore

spaces through which water could move. Portland cement is more

water repellent but where an excess is used it will shrink to,-
create cracks which admit rain. Once past"c.the outer face, water., '

will penetrate until the pressure is resisted by the bulk of dry

material, or heat within a building forces it to dry outwards.

The depth of penetration depends on the resistance of the

surface material, efficiency of the joints and the amount of

water to be resisted.

Weathering and Appearance

When wet, polished granite shows no sign of absorbtion, while

sands tones show dark blots as raindrops hit the surface and

quickly disappear as they are absorbed, the thoroughly damp look

only staying when the surface is saturated to a point where

absorbtion and evaporation are no longer taking place.

The amount of rain is a critical factor which makes similar

materials and construction perform differently accor~ng t: the

climate and conditions of exposure. In Aberdeen a South facing

granite wall (Fig. 3) has failed to resist rain after blockage

of gutter and downpipe, the external result is a green stain,

internally walls are damp despite impervious material because

joints have failed.

Portland stone walls to either side of the York Steps illustrate

difference of weathering according to aspect. Walls. facing

South West (Fig. 4) show a marked difference to those facing

North East (Fig. 5). In the former case exposure to considerable

rain results in a surface washed clean, except for the

rusticated joints and a protected area below. the balustrade;

in the latter case the reduced amount of rain cleans only the
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Construction for severe exposure
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top two courses of ashlar and the third course shows the

transition from washing out the soluble matrix to the depositing

of atmospheric grime from dirty water i~to the face below.

The rusticated area weathers ~adly beneath the balustrade and on

the unwashed face, generally, the more open joints become

prominent as dampness harbours dirt and moss. On Fig. 5 the

metal lamp base causes chemical action below stainin~ and

discoloration. Where metals, particularly copper or bronze, are

present on faces sheltered from the sun, mosses which thrive in

shadow are unable to survive and 1 washed' ~rea~ appear where

signs of washing are otherwise not pronounced.

Portland stone waShing emphasizes the ci11s, string courses and

water tables Fig. 6 & 7 show the high lights of washed horizontal

surfaces and the splashed junction of the wall on ground. Where

non-self cleansing walls meet the ground they acquire dirty marks

(Fig 8 & 9) which is sometimes acknowledged on rendering by a dark

painted plinth. On a flint wall (Fig. 10), unprotected by an eaves

gutter, splashing has produced a black weathered band but there are

no signs of erosion.

Methods of \l1all co.nstruction largely depend on the .availability

of lOCal materials. In the Lake District, where there is~ the

heaviest rainfall in this country, the stone is slate, ~.moiiture

repellent material which one might expect to provide good dry

walls, but the traditional method of construction is most

sophisticated. The stones are 'watershot' i.e. tilted 2" - 2~"
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,
Some damp walls of other solid construction can similarly be made

worse rather than improved by the introduction of damp courses,

particularly in soft red brick walls, where pointing fails to shed

rainwater~ Effective central heating could remedy the dampness.
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per ~oot of thickness of wall, mortar is set 2!1 back from the

face and spr.ead 5" wide. The hearting is packed dry and plaster
internally applied 211 clear of the inner mortar bed. In a normal

solid wall of this material water could creep downwards through
the impervious layers so driving rain, characteristic of the region
for much or the year, could pass through even well formed joints

to the interior. The wall construction developed sheds the water,

resists it by mortar and cavity drainage provides a sequence of

barriers to counter the severe climatic conditions.

Solid wa lIs vary in thickness from 9 lt to several feet, and while

structural performance will affect the choice or thickness, the

size of the component and the need to resist weather are also

closely linked considerations. Normal construction of walls

involves the setting of the larger and best faces (consistent, that

should be, with natural bedding) to the outer and inner faces,

filling between with rUbble, sometimes dry packed, but generally

with lime mortar to fill the void, or with limited mortar to simply

wedge the stones. Depending on local climate and exposure either'

the sOlid wall, or the solid wall with voidS, can effectively

resist the passage of water.
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Orientation

In this country the form of construction usually fails on the

South or West elevations where the prevailing wind sUbjects them

to the more severe exposure of driving rain. It is not unusual

to find those more exposed faces rendered, due to failure) while

the same construction without rendering pe~forms adequately on
-,~

the more sheltered sides. Not infreouently ..the -rendered wall is- .
a cheaper solution for the expedient owner; rather than having
joints properly pointed; so in restoring walls it may be possible

to remove rendering and achieve a more weather resistant result

by pointing. This can be a practical ~easure where rendering has
cracked and is coming away from its backing.

Cavities

Wall construction as we know it today, with two comparatively thin

skins of masonry separated by a 2 11 cavity, would seem to be a

development of this century. However,· a cavity between masonry

and internal linings is not new. Before Henry VIII introduced

plaster from Paris as a popular finishing material and for many
years afterwards, the well appointed interior had timber panelling.

If substantial amounts of water penetrated a wall, the timber- .
lining would undoubtedly sUffer, but its lasting performanc~ has
presumably been due to the limited dampness, a degree of ventilation

in the cavity and the comparatively low activity of rot and beetle.

A widely used inner lining and cavity is the timber wainscot and

removal of this often exposes the signs of earlier generations of
such cladding, suggesting the presence of danlpness and replacement

from time to time. It is usually a ground floor or basement

treatment and in height coincides with the ,metre or so height

related to rising damp.
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Again in Scotland practice seems to rerlect a damper, colder
climate and the lining of solid walls-to full height with match
boarding or battening out the surface for a lath and plaster

inner skin suggests it is a response to cold surfaces and the
dampness' that reinforces it.

&.! External Protect ion
~.•.

All that has been said above is concerned with the resistance
of rain and weathering of wall surfaces. If the amount of

rain passing down the face of buildings was in vast quantities

there would be no opportunity for drying out and the surface
materials and joints would soon break down and the building

not survive. Builders of all periods have been well aware
of this and therefore have included provision for reducing

rain on the surface.

The forms this has taken vary according to the scale of building

and the style of architecture but the principles are simple
enough; the top of the wall must be protected from water

collecting on it particularly from the roof, the bottom of t~
~

wall must be protected from water splashing at its base and
any openings should be detailed all round to resist the entry-of water. Large ,flat areas without openings have also· ofteN

been arranged to throw water off at intervals.

Not only was the wall to be protected but in many cities,
including ancient Athens Rome and Mediaeval London, there have

been la~s forbidding the dripping of rain from eaves into the

streets. While this has by no means meant that all buildings
have had gutters, it makes clear that from early day5 gutters

and even downpipes have been used. These will be discussed
later at some length (ef p.32) but here consid~ration is given

to the ways of protecting the walls.

Eaves without gutters

The simplest method is to have projecting eaves; the extent of

,i!!
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proj ection can be Been to vary from the clipped eaves 'of

Scottish domestic architecture (fig.ll) to the exagerated

projection of Romanian churches (fig12). Both examples

chosen are of buildings without gutters because it is of
interest to observe the circumstances of these gutterless
buildings. While it is difficult to say with confidence that

neither building has had gutters at any stage, there are no
siens on the adjacent walls or timbers of old gutter fixings.

This fisherman's cottage on the East Coast of Scotland is
~

considered to be in the driest part of the 'country, it is
small in scale, has external walls of grani~'~ tvlO feet t'hick

and is lined with timber boarding on battens. The pointing
is no doubt recently renewed but there is a feeling that the

combination of wall material, its thickness, the exposure,
climate and the inner lining combine together to provide a

damproof wall for this small building without a gutter and
minimum eaves. It.is my opinion that the minimum projection

derives from a local tradition which holds that rain in these

circumstances is of less concern than wind, as the lifting of

slates is a problem and ~n almost a~l buildings in Scotland

have verge tiles built on and held down by copings .covering the

gables.

::-.:

In Romania it is difficult to appreciate how .wind under the
eaves is coped with structurally but walls of monastic phurches
in Moldavia are covered externally with superb Mediaeval ~.

painting and these treasures have needed protection. Although
the condition of paintings varies from church to church it

is apparent that the North East corner of the buildings seem

to have taken the heaviest weathering but generally the

effectiveness of the large roof protection falls off towards

the lower third of the wall height. Even so these rendered

walls have been well served by the roof protection because we

are assured that the paintings have not been retouched since

they were first painted in the early 15th century,

The reason for omitting gutters is unclear but the hazaI'ds of

,
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snow may be the main reason, others could be concentrated
damage from spouts or the seemingly universal risk of blockage
in downpipes.

In England comparatively few buildings are without gutters
today. Thatch cottages do not have eaves which incorporate
gutters and stone or ~iled roofs of domestic and farm buildings

may have been found less trOUblesome by ac~~pting wear from

ground splashing rather"than those derive~~from blocked

rainwater goods (figs 13 and 14 ).

In the case of CO~ wall buildings in Suffolk Peter Cleaverl~

has pointed out that a regular spread of water round the

foundations is essential for the proper performance of th~

wall material. The collection of rainwater in gutters and
deliberate leading of water clear of the foundations has in
his experience caused drying out of footings with destructive
results. On the other hand Donald Insall has explained how
an excess of water from leaking pipes has undermined wall
footing in Chester and serious damage has arisen on that
account. Certainly the more usual situation is the need to
keep water away from the base of buildings and we constantli~

find timber framed buildings erected off sleeper walls and both
brick and stone walls ren~ered inappropriately aroun~~the _
base in ~ell meaning patching of eroded walls. Too often ihe
render has an excess of cement and rarely is the vulnerable
top edge protected by more than a slight weathering.

The protection of Gothic walls from rain has been well described
by Frances Bond. I can do no better here than summarise his
considered views. While pointing out the aesthetic merits of

horizontal lines in the system of ground courses,string courses
and parapets as a foil to the vertical emphases of buttresses
and pinacles he gives to each its important value as protector
of the wall surface.

Corbel Tables

Looking back to the Tomb of Galla Placidia at Ravenna we see
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Fig. 13 Buckinghamshire - thatched cotteaes cannot have gutters

-

Buckinghamshire village - Tiled roof without gutters
Stonewall wear from dripping rain

Fig. 14
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the tiles projecting clear of the wall face supported on

corbels. The transept roofs of Southwell Minster have a

similar detail but the covering is lead and there now appears

to be a gutter but the original condition had the roof

over~ailing and supported by this corbel table. It was this

detail of pushing the top of the wall outwards that enabled

roof water in pre-gutter times to throw the destructive rain

clear of much of the wall. '''_

.,,':

Having said the rain is destructive this needs qualifying

because certain types of stone especially free stone or those

laid out of bed are seriously vulnerable to speedy

deterioration. Granite walls and flint can take a lot of

water and it seems that the walls of St Martin's Church)

Canterbury (figlO) with its knapped flint face has withstood

the constant drips for a very long time. Apparently

Shottesbrooke Church flints have been accepting drips since

1337.

Parapets

Parapet, walls had steeply pitched copings and being the most~

exposed horizontal lines of the buildings rain could blow along

and snow sit on them if they were not steeply inclined~bac~into
§

the gutter and sloped) stepped and throated to shed water .

quickly. These precautions must have lengthened the doping

stones life by hundreds of years. Then the wall itself is

often pierced or castellated providing openess and extensive

surface to a wall which because of its exposure suffers from

repeated saturation and the harsh condition of being wet in

shadow on one side while drying out in direct sunlight on the

other. One can readily recall examples of solid brick parapets

that have been rendered on the backside and found to be

distorting by the different rates of wetting and drying on

the two surfaces.
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Below the Gothic parapet is a corbel table a device which pushes
the parapet outwards from the wall face ~ncreasing the gutter
width while retaining adequate bearing for roof timbers on the
wall, but at the same time providing a well weathered protection
for the wall below. 'If it was not there rain would be allowed to
drip down the face of the walls and the surface will Boon desintegrate,
peel and decay'. (Bond - Gothic Architecture in England P.391)

."Ground Courses

The well resolved external appearance of buildings has normally
included a tangible top, middle and base elements and while the
visual should in no way be under considered,it is enlightening to
look closely at the functional purpose evidenced by the wear of
base courses. (figs 15 and 16). On tall churches the courses (fig 17)

are several in number and despite a few having wide sloping sections
it is comparatively rare (3 & ~) t.o find horizontal joints in those
surfaces, no doubt because of the rapid deterioration of feather
edge joints. Certainly most profiles have well protected joints
and early examples of this type will have long since deteriorated
and been replaced by the longer lasting detail. As with all projecting
and collecting surfaces it is important that there are no hollQ~s

"

where rain can lodge (2) and the sequence of courses detailed so as
not to allow water to dribble from one member to anothe~~ effect drips
are included particularly to the top of a base course, as it;takes
the brunt of water running down the face above.

String Courses

These horizontal bands of masonry project as continuations of cills
or located at intervals on expansive vertical surfaces. They often
divide storey heights, construction stages of building Qr in Anglo

Saxon work may have been a bonding course in rather inferior masonry.
From some profiles (fig 18 ) 1 - 5 it is not apparent that they were
intended as drips but most are quite explicitly detailed to shed
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4. ·J(oche Triforium.

S. Roche Aisle

6. By-land Triforiwn.

9. Jen·aub: .'\isle.

7. Hexham, ~i5Ie.(){ ChoiT.
- .

S. Hexiwn, Triforiwn of Choir.

,
17. Xerler••o\illc:,

15. Rievnulx Triforium,

16. l'\'etley Aisle.

10. )er.oaulx Aisle..

11. Whitby Trifurium.

14. Fountain! Ai!de.

12. Wbitby East" End.

JJ. Whitb,)' Aisle.
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water. On particularly high walls as on towers with few face

projections the South and West faces p~esent expansive collecting

areas to driving rain and if these were not thrown off at intervals
the surface above the base could be performing like the bed of a river .

The distinction between this and a surface subject to the cascade

of a vlaterfall is difficult to grasp but it is evident from tradition

lTI detailing that occasional heavy splaShing:."I?rovides for less decay

than more constant saturation.

The profile of string courses are often the same as cills and hood

moulds. All three act as drip stones. Some early profiles have flat

tops but these provided-ledges from which rain would splatter the

wall so later Gothic sections have sloping or curved top faces which

throw water dropping from above, away from the wall, a detail quite

effective without the throat which was introduced in the 13th

century.

Hood f.Iould

These or drip stones as they are called specifically on external-..
surfaces perform like strings but over openings. It is clearly

important to protect window mouldings, leaded glazing ang doors

from dribbl,i-ng water so these cowels or moulded ledges -over qpenings

prov~de it. At the ends the projection has to be stopped and often

this was turned into the wall or took the form of a carved head. These

ends were also to a large extent the collecting point of water that

ran down the arched profile and it is therefore not surprisir.g to

find these stop ends badly deteriorated from water and frost action.

Decoration such as zig zag or tooth ornament, balls and leafs, were

often incorporated here and their deterioration is generally linked

with the effectiveness of the hood moulds protecting them.

I
I
~
I,

,I
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In classical style buildings the principles are much the same

as in Gothic but the top projection is more obvious to the

eye being a larger feature than the rain protection function would

seem to demand.

Classical Details 16

I

Although buildings of both broad styles have, at least since the

Renaissance, been found throughout Europe there is no doubt that

one derives from the Medit~rranean clireate the other from a colder

wetter region. The deep heavy shadow of the entablature suggests

more of a sunshade than a rain Neathering. --.

11
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The other example of this same detail is the stooled cill. In both,
cases the detail avoids vulnerable joints at critical points~and

this reminds us how water becomes apenetrating enemy when it is

blown across unbroken surfaces on which rain collects. Just as
string courses over extensive vertical surfaces breaks up the amassing

of water, the same must happen but more vigourously on horizontal

surfaces.

In Ancient Greek and Roman times rain when around and by-laws

permitting could readily drip from the top of the cornice without

regard for frost problems but most pUblished details of large

cornices suggest some ~orm of secondary gutter was provided to
collect water from the cornice ledge quite separately from that for
the roof. \~ere a gutter was not provided in good quality work,

the risk of water passing through the vertical joint of the top,
stones was countered by a saddle which is tappered and shaped as

butting half roles. To keep it from interrupting the visible

clarity of the top line of the cornice, the end is .splayed back

without loosing its effectiveness. The saddle itself is not applied

but formed from solid when the weathering slope is cut from tDe block.
"~:-
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Roofs and Gutters

The exclusion of rain from roofs has always been an exercise
in correct jointing of the covering mat~ria15, and the detailing
of gutters devised to lead collected water off the building.

No matter what shape the roof takes or however complex in pitches,
flats and valleys (fig 19 - 21) all pockets have to be drained

and all penetrations such as chimney stacks, dormers and lantern
have to be weathered. Too many possibilities arise to comment on-,
exhaustively but the examples discussed illustrate many of the

"problems.

Shape

The $hape of roofs is derived from structural and aesthetic
considerations which are closely linked with the choice of covering

material and climatic conditions. Mr S B Bennett has observed 11
that shallower pitches are to be found near the Mediterranean
steeper ones to the north with the highest in Scandinavia and
Prussia where shedding of snow is a high priority. He says nothing
of the insulating value of snow which is retained on low pitched

Alpine bUildings with the help .of boulders to stop it sliding
despite all the weight but this is not the area of c9ncern ~

sufficient to say that designing for snow requires added consideration
for wind, as blown snow flakes can carry up into cracks~nd open

joints even more readily than rain drops. Torching to the b~ck of
stone slates and tiles is no doubt closely linked to snow exclusion.

f'l\a~R' u:tO/fJO
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Ridges offer little collecting surface for rain before it begins
descent down the roof and where ridge components have open joints
for long periods a little wet rot to the ridge board is li~ely to
be the biggest problem,. as that area is generally ....'ell ventilated
and hence protected from the more serious dry rot. ~~ere'ridge

lines sag the prOblem is generally found in roof failure lower
down.

There are many roof shapes even of simple buildings and these are
usefully summarised by Brunskill (bibliog) where he divides them

into the 'hipped' roof family and 'gabled' roof family. Both
require ridge detailing and the former ~articular attention to
hips but in my experience neither of these junctions present much
difficulty in achieving water resistant construction. In the
case of tiles special half round or bonnet shaped units are

cemented over the junction; with ~lates a mitred corner has to
be backed up with lead seakers or covered with lead caping:

Ridges

'SlJrt,~ a ,. !O".....,

18

Gabled roofs have a more awkward edge junction condition J and. . ~

this can either be handled as Q plain closed verge or with a

coping or upstand parapet. Roofs covered in flat components 
tiles or slates as opposed to corrugated such as pantiles J 'rain
will blow across the roof surface as well as run down it and the

smoother the surface the more vulnerable the edge will be to
potentially damaging discharge. The commonly effective counter

to this is the tilting of the edge components to ease the rein
back to the slope.
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The junction with a gable parape~ requires flashing usually with
soakers or edge gutters. These are illustrated below, some are

~t
rrore costly to form than others. Surface flashings must be used on
steep pitches of ~5° or more because of strain on fixings but
always they are vulnerable to damage by wind and are difficult to
hold in place. Narrow secret gutters are liable to fill from the
bottom with dust and blown debris. Leaks in this location will
allow water to soak into the parapet and can often be the starting
place of serious rot.

Another vulnerable area is in the valley between sloping surfaces.
Traditional means of forming this junction in stone slates and tiles
are by means of shaped components swept round the valley fig.
or laced up the valley. These details are not dependent on l~q in

the junction but in these cases the pitch of the roof must be
governed by the valley angle which is considerably shal~owe~ than
the pitch considered normal for a particular component standard
tile or slate component.



I
!

The pitch or roofs depends on several factors and competant local
craftsmen may have wise insight into good practice in their location.
On steep slopes covered with slate over ~SO the weight or slates
is carried on fixing pegs or nails and while laps may be reduced to
2i1! the slate size should be small to reduce the weight on the
fixing. A 'normal' pitch for slates might be 30° - 45° and require
a lap of 311

, pitches less than 30° require laps of' 32 11 to 4 11 or

even 611 in exposed locations.

20

Church Roofs

Pitch

Where lead is used to line valleys these can be wide about 8 11 or

1" secret gutters, the latter look better but are only slightly

less vulnerable to dirt collecting than secret gutters against
parapets.

Plain tiles are generally smaller than slates and a lap of 2!1I
is adequate at the minimum recommended piteh of 45°. McKay (bibliog)
is however at pains to tell us that this angle is aesthetically
most unpleasing and advocates a more desirable minimum of 47io but
he reeonunends 50° and 55° for even better effect. . Such angles
will certainly reduce the riok of water entry from the surface
and snow too, if again the backs are torched. Of course nowa~ys,
recovered roofs tend to be felted but it is important to ensure
that felt sags below the rafters to let any blown dampn~ss run
away. Boarded roofs whether felted or not should have counter
battens to avoid the risk of rotting battens.

Reference to rotting timbers provides the place to mention the
phenomena of sinking roof lines. Bond draws attention to the ~act

that English Church roofs had a pitch from 450 to 500 till the end
of the 13th century. He considered there was a consumate harmony
between the high-pitched roofs and the acute lancets 01' "./indow
and nave. Evidence of these high roofs show in the sloping water

tables of cathedral towers (fig. 22). He explains how the ends of

~
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Lead

Water tabling referred to at an abutment was also used around

chimney stacks. lead saakers are comparatively easy to incorporate
between courses of most roofing components but stepped flashings

are difficult if not impossible to build into anything but brickwork
so the devices of water tables and cement flashings have been widely
used to relieve water pressure on the vulnerable joints.

~afters at positions A and C pf the sketch below decayed and it

was tho~ght s~fficient to cut pff the defective ends of rafters
thus shortening them and reduced the ridge line to oosition from

- -'

level B to D and when the cycle was repeated again the level came
down to E, t~e pitch bei~g readily accommodated by lead roof
covering. The roof of York Minster nave of the 14th century
contra6ts with the earlier transepts which are still h~gh pitched.

5

21
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A~C

~
This material warrants treaties of its own. It has been used from

the earliest times to provide waterproof covering to roofs and to-resolve no end of vulnerable junction~ in the form of flashipgs,

soakers and gutters. Its flexibility allows use on vertical
surface and almost flat surfaces.

The principal limitation is the practical sheet size of 24 sq.
feet and normally 2 ft wide and 8 ft in length. Thermal movement
must be allowed so all junctions must be dry and free to move

sufficiently to accommodate this. Therefore steps and ~elts

incorporating lead or copper holder clips are incorporated
at the joints. It is not proposed to comment here on fixings but

to reflect on the provision needed to prepare the backing to which
the lead is rixed.

~•l
~
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Later as down pipes were introdu~ed fewer openings w€!'e made and

the need for falls and steps in the lead lining and alterations

in roof construction generated the more widely used timber parapet

gutters. These were either parallel sided or tapered on plan and

needed carefully detailed supports well·protected from decay

A L Townsend (bibliog) offers sound advice on these substructures
in his book on plumbing and no doubt some gutters at Hampton Court

he would consider to be in accordance with good practice being
wide enough for ease of working the lead and stepped enough to
avoid capillary action (fig 23) ..
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Sumps are often the point of blockage, the danger of leaves, bird

droppings and nests, to say nothing of balls and falling building

debris collect at these points. In my opinion too little thought

is given to these problems, inadequate guards are provided, too

often the small wire balloon helps to create the blockage and more

substantial cages should be provided (fig 24).

Too often overflow provision is omitted or made too small to be

effective. Provision should be made to contend with melting snow;

overflows from sumps should be located high enough above a blockage

say 2", but below the lead joint of the formed lead box and the

gutter lining dressed into it.
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Gargcyles

These are a most familiar expression of rainwater disposal
particularly on ecclesiastical buildings where they are chiefly
of stone and richly carved (fig 25 and 26) in the for~ of
grotesque figures.

In detail design they are arranged to take the water falling
through holes in the parapet base and lead it down a tapering

channel which increases the water f10vl rate ..~o throw it well
clear. At Southwell Minster the tower gargoyle is part stone
with a lead extension. The open channel form is self cleaning
and can effectively cope with any volume of water. Gargoyles
that have pipes coming from the mouth of a carved head can be
too restricted, but the number provided must relate to the area

of roof drained as with· down pipes. To keep them clear of walls
and windOWS they were often formed through buttresses and at

Southwell choir the top of the buttress was used as an aqueduct
to lead water away rrom the aisle roof.

"" ":..--~~ :".~~
"'="'~" '\ ,p~~~"1.~.- 01)n~"", '"
-I'~"-r.·, t",~-~'a.'\, ,,,\.1,'1:,... ~
f"~\ "-' -'·f \,'." ~" "" "f...'t...

" '.,-'\, "t{V'::'A
: . '. '_..=.~~\.-'-'Yl ~.

\'\~,.._.. ',;" ~~., " \"
' '-,;", :\ . r::-....)t

'C_, " ,\ "l>1.,.~,
~: "',.:.:;;:-~":~~
'r' • , 1,r~
-~ - ,_. I ,. , . - -~ .
: ,(~;~-'; I f~

SOllthwell Choir.

To discharge water from high nave and choir roofs onto tiled
aisles was found to be very destructive but lead covering was
more resistant. In France where the heights were greater the

use of flying buttresses was more common, as two or three flyers
one above the other reached a level where water could be picked

up.
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Spouts

-.

In England this was done at Westminster but at Chichester the
buttress used is much lower than the nave roof and down pipes

were introduced in the walls to bring the water down to the buttress

but such pipes are easily choked and serious damage to masonry
could be caused QY infiltration. It was not an arrangement 'widely
used, and in general buttresses were left to their principal
function.

~n4').l l ' L

The lead spouts of gargoyles were a simple extension to assist

throw water further off and were used for smaller roofs without
the carved stonework, either as horizontal or vertical dischargers.

"Examples are to be seen in 15th century work at Kettering and'
at King's College Chapel Cambridge. A tradition of spouts from-eaves gutters is to be found in Romania, (fig 30) blockage J
problems of down pipes are relieved
and an impressive tradition of

decorative metalwork is related to ~

them. Westminster Cathedral has
spouts from small roofs of turrets
and here (fig 32) we have an example Kenennj,'".

of potentially destructive
splashing as the tea pot spout
effect brings water back towards the face. In the same building
we have balcony drains to reduce edge spill, and we can observe
how the funnel shaped top edge of the water spout now stands
high above the surrounding stone which has eroded t" over
seventy five years (fig 33) ..
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Another spout at vJestminster Cathedral can be seen in (fig 33a) &

~ig 31) shows an attractive flat roof overflow on St George's
Cathedral, Southwark.

Eaves Gutters

On large buildings parapet gutters were used from the 12th century
onwards but it seems likely that eaves gutters have been used
wherever convenience or necessity demanded and they have been
devised time and again in simple forms. The· most rudimentary
example that I have found comes again from Romania (fig 34)
where a hollowed out log extends as a water spout. This gutter
protects the verandah which is fenced in to keep animals out.
The adjacent eaves projection is considered not to need a gutter,
and a stone plinth and easily renewable rendering take ground
splash.

In Scotland a 19th century house provides an example of a basic

gutter (fig 35) comprising a simple unlined V shaped timber profile.
It would appear that the swelling of timber when wet holds the

joint reasonably water water tight if. tnat was found inadequate
bitumen brushed into the gutter offered a simple renewable lining.
Speke Hall (fig 36) and a row of 16th century cottages in
Canterbury (fig 37) provide lead lined V gutter examples, the·~

latter sitting over a corbel table, could suggest the gutter was
formed after complaints of water falling onto the public way~,

It was not possible to see how joints were for~ed in the cottage ,
gutters but the need for steps is clearly expressed in a simple i
lead lined box gutter on an old inn at Whitechapel ~ig 37) Where '
the building design incorporates a decorative cornice accommodation
of the lead lining implies skilful detailing of the timber framework.
If downpipes are to be few, steps and falls require the section
of the cornice to be generous in depth and width. At Bramham Hall

(fig 39 & ~O) falls in the gutter are meanly stepped and the verge
is cut away to incorporate the falls, the visual effect is untidy.

Afupthill House, Guernsey (fig 42) an 18th century house has a
tidy line but the thirty two feet long gutter ~as relined in one
continuous length with soldered joints in 1967, and predictably
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Fig. 42 Am~thil1 House, Guernsey

32 ft length of lead .,ithout ste1'ls
fractured at corners of
dormer vi ndows.

43 St Joseph's Church, Guernsey

Co~per gutter to spire.
Swan neck failure due to ~errous

fastening has contributed to
£18000 of dry rot damage.
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Timber cornice .gutters present a problem in construction of

spreading unless strapped above the gutter depression. This is

difficult to achiev~, timber ties decay, lead straps as used over

large lead gutters (fig 44 & 45) at Westminster Cathedral have

fixing problems to timber and do not perfor~ well in tension or

compression. Ferrous straps are not adequate in the long term,"

•

the lead has split opposite corners of dormers where the section

is ",;eakest. Bitumen patches continue the history of failure

and the long term remedy must lie in rebuilding the timber cornice

to accommodate steps and perhaps reviewing the downpipe frequency ..

" ,
,/

,/

While the history of gutter development is too complex to trace

here consideration of eaves gutters leads us to look at

alternatives to lead. At Hampton Court some outbuildings have

zinc sections stiffened on the underside with oak battens attached

with straps and at the edge with a role and held across the top;

with straps. These seem satisfactory for short lengths of gutter .

Copper gutters are often incorporated beneath copper roofs (fig 43)
particularly to terminate copper covered spires and domes where

other materials are difficult to form on the curves. Corrugating

of the gutter profile to provide stiffness and the provision of
overstraps) steps and thermal movement joints make copper complicated

and hence expensive in use. Nevertheless a warning should be 'given
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here about the mixing of metals. Too often one encounters a history

of copper roofs that drain into castiron gutters. Electrolytic

action corrodes the·iron at a pace which requires gutter replacement

within ten years of construction. With copper roofs it is wise to
retain copper gutters.

Cast Iron Gutters

Since 1750 when cast iron could be produced industrially this

material became the most widley used for eaves gutters anq ifig 59)

downpipes. Its advantages are stiffness of section~ the minimal

falls required and its comparatively long life. The recent.

advent of plastic. gutters has lead to the trend of replacing iron

with plastic because after fifty to a hundred years the iron has

rusted away, particularly the backs where inaccessible to painters.

\~lerever iron gutters were originally installed they should be

replaced with the same material. Plastic gutters are generally

available only in small sections, they are easily damaged by ladders

set against them and falling slates readily puncture them. In

places (1here they may be appropriate the frequency of fixing points

warrants careful consideration and the selection or black coloured

material is generally preferable to the more readily' available grey.

The matter or appearance raises other questions as to what is ~

visually acceptable (fig ~6) Provost Skene's house, Aberdeen 1669

would have been built in the local manner without gutters', detailed,
at the eaves as 'the spiral stair roof still is. In comparatively

recent times someone has found it appropriate to install an iron

half round gutter and run it across the dormer windows; these being

vertically hung shashes can still open.

Secret Gutters

The edge of an entablature is not the place to hang a gutter so

designers have devised various forms of secret gutters. If fully

concealed those set in timber corniCES are virtually secret but

other means were devised with the gutter housed further up the slope
of the roof or set within stone classical cornice. In these cases

the roofing material continues in the same plane as on the main
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roof, past the gutter slot, and 2110wing the narrow strip of roar

around the edge to drip much as it might off a coping. The example

illustrated (fig ~7) at Kensington Palace gardens must be

constructed in much the same way as Barry's Reform Club, details

of which are illustrated below, taken from the working drawings

The entablature is formed with selected face stones corbelling out

and a substantial reces~ formed in the top to house a lead lined

ti~ber gutter more than half covered by the overhanging roof. We

trust it has proved to be self cl~ansing as there i5 no evident

access for the purpose. The detailing of pan tile roofs of

simpler proportions have accommodated gutters in a similar manner,

this illustration is an American detail.

where stone cornices have parapet walls and gutters
aoove, secondary gutters have been formed to prevent the kind of
drip considered acceptable in the previous examples.

"
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Sloping gutters

It is not uncommon to find ex~~ples of downpipes discharging from

higher levels on to the lead, slate or til~s of a sloping roof.

This usually causes trouble and where large collecting areas bring

a lot of rainwater it is good practice to lead this down a sloping

gutter as at Westminster Cathedral Wig.44/45.This example is one of

many that could be illustrated of church aisle roof situations and

Fig.46a shows another at South\iell ltinster where a sacrificial lead

gutter is laid over the lead roof. The discolouring illustrates the

difference of wear created by the concentration of water discharging

over a small area, and the lead shoe at the head again reminds us of

the ne'ed to control splashing along the string course which protects

the head of the lead roof covering.

Internal and val~ey gutters

In terraces of houses occasions arise when downpipes have not been

allowed or were considered undesirable by the designer. The problem

then posed is how to lead the water to the rear elevation. One

common way in London has been to create a central valley gutter half

way between the party walls at right angles to the streets. This

arrangeMent is simple enough

1.E'JEl,..! jooo""oo
1 1 C:;.oeL..e:' I " 0 001---_
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" 000000 I
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where the party walls are not too far apart and there are no trusses

or mansard roofs below. In Brugge where the street elevation presents

gables to the street and fire regulations do not demand projections of

walls through the roofs the plan locates valley gutters on top of the

party walls. In this situation the gutter run conflicts with chimney

stacks and has either to drain away from the stacks to back and front

or when forced away from the street it has to pass around the stacks

through the roof space. In that city the need for regular maintenance

of any non-self-cleansing gutters is well known, because blockage of

the gutter causes discharge into the bUildings down either side of the

party walls.
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Fig. 478 Covent Garden
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Secret gutter above ceiling.

Fig. 46& Southvell Minster

Nave aisle roof,'Sacrificial' lead sloping
gutter.

/
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Mansard roofs with parapet walls create a series of roof pockets

that can be difficult to drain •. The problem is similar but further-aggravated by the roof section to be found at Great Ormond Street

terraces, where not only is there a parapet roof condition at the

front to be drained but an "internal valley located over the spine

wall.
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In that situation Donald Insall and Partners in conserving the

property have decided to alleviate the centre valley drainage •

situation by forming a flat roof between the two original ridges.

The problem remaining in the 'event of a blockage to the internal

gutter is the effect of the overflow. Although there is no tradition

for it, I would favour making provision for discharge over the front

of the building rather than have it enter the inside over the gutter

flashing. The appearance of internal gutters are not immediately

recognisable within the roof space as they appear much like other roof

timbers until the lead lining is observed and perhaps the daylight

at the ends. There is usually a support system for box gutters of

large size, Fig.47a is an internal gutter in the office roof of

Covent Garden Floral Hall.
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Another more unusual internal. gu:;ter Figs 1.j6b and liyb is to be found

in the same building draining a terrace which had more than a

normal amount of vegative refuse to cope with and still function.

This cast iron box gutter is itself structural and was able to

serve as part of the support for a fountain on the terrace above.
r

Hopper Heads and Downpipes

Although downpipes can never have been a favourite component of

either perfectionist designers or maintenance surveyors who have

I believe favoured their ODlission from buildings whenever possible~

the~e components have a long history. We have in"museums at

Folkestone and the Guildhall, London, examples of Roman 'tubuli'

and lead 'fistulae', being rainwater downpipes built into walls

or fixed to the wall face respectively. Those in walls were

simple earthenware spigot and socketed pipes. It has been mentioned

earlier that in Rome it was forbidden by law to allow water to

drip from eaves gutters into the street, so it is not surprising

that habit, or law, brought downpipes to England. However, it

seems appropriate here for an Anglo Saxon to point out that it

is not surprising we have 50 few Roman buildings left standing

if the Mediterranean custom of building stoneware pip.es into

walls was widespread and instigated by foreigners without a

sympathetic understanding of our climate and the rare opportunit~es

thick walls had to dry out once saturated.

Martin S Briggs (bibliog) writing on external plumbing tells uS that

leadwork was co~~on for church roofing from 13th century to the

end of the 16th century and pipes were little used, but evidently

the problems of rain discharge were not unnoticed. In .1248

Henry III ordered 'all the leaden gutters of the Keep (of the

Tower of London), through which rain~ater should fall from the

top of the same tower, to be carried down to the ground; so that

the wall of the said tower, which has been newly whitewa9hed,

may be in no wise injured by the dropping of rainwater!.

:1
I

I.
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....

;,;,.

It was in Tudor and Stewart times that lead downpipes and

heads became important decorative elements of the facade.

at Kno1e, Kent date from 1605 (figs 48 - 49). The hopper

hopper

Examples

heads
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Fig. bIb Covent Garden Floral Hall terrace
gutter trom above. ~
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_Fi:g:. '46b COvent Garden Central Market He.ll
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are richly decorated and the bo~ constructed in corrugated and

modelled profile providing stiffness to the pliable material and

incorporating overflows by perforated construction and built in
"eirs. (fig 50).

Hopper heads in Georgian times, to be seen in Bloomsbury (fig 51
and 52) were not comparable as decorative features but were fortled

in lead mostly circular on plan and provided stiffness by

horizontal mouldings or dished panels. Box shaped hoppers often

lacked stiffness and distorted (fig 531. This head is one of many
to be seen with inadequately sized overflow'pipes and evidence

of wall staining from a blocked downpipe system.

The function of hoppers is to provide a break between gutters and

downpipes) allowing water surge to be resolved and the opportunity

for sUdden excess rainwater from storms) to overflow) often
following the blockage as storm borne debris is swept into the

outlets.

Aggravation with water disposal systems is associated with damage

to owners and neightbours property and for some designers the

unsightliness of an undesirable element. At Gower Street (fig 54)

the apparent dupl"ication of dO\'lnpipes coming from either side of

party walls shows how sharing for its obvious merits could not ~e

achieved) and over a period of time replacement produces visual'

inconsitencies and the risky undersizing of pipes.

When a pipe blocks water discharges from open joints and the

top where, if there is no formed overflow) it will run down the

outside of the pipe, still leading the water roughly in the

appropriate direction. One is reminded here of the Japanese custom

of leading water down chains, and apart from the Durham University
. Students Union by the Architects Co-Partnership) no other example

comes to mind in this country. Returning to water on the outside

of pipes (see front cover) it is within buildings behind this

condition that so often serious timber rot and plaster damage

occurs. The amount of penetration into the wall depends largely
on the detail of the socket and bracket and whether the pipes
penetrate cornices and strings,and have offsets. Clearly pipes

I
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Offsets

normal.lY get wet like any other exposed surfaces but it is the

increased quantity of water resulting from blockage that puts these

rarely considered details to the test. Some cast iron pipes have

been fixed or refixed, with spacer bobbins and these help to thrOl"

water clear rather than let it dribble down the wall face.
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An added advantage of this detail, normally considered its primary

purpose, is the access it allows to the back of pipes for inspection

and painting, as this is diff~cult with circular pipes and-virtually

impossible with rectangular sections.

Lead pipes do not need painting and therefore lend themselves to

close fixing or even recessing (fig 55 and 56). In neither case

does provision seem to have been made for coping with water on

the outside of the pipe, quite unlike the eXample illustrated in

fig 57. This detail is from the old town of 'Brugge where zinc

downpipes which are recessed into the ;'1all above' st~eet level,

have a projecting collar to protect the wall to pipe junction.

It is shaped to a spout and tilted to give the dribble point

maximum clearance. In this country the more common detail is tbat

shown in fig 58 found on the north face of Archbishops House,

Southwark. No doubt the rarety of blockage, the thickness of wall

and lack of exposure to driving rain has not generated enough

concern even to demand pointing or a mastic seal to the open joint.

Offsets as well as the top of/pipes are the place where blockage

occurs. Hopper heads are often elongated (fig 59) to avoid
.-' .

sloping a pipe from the outlet position to the appropriate

vertical drop line between wall openings. Sometimes this

realignment of pipes in the drop requires Offsets, and While

these were often handled decoratively ,in say t.he Art Nouveau

period other times they are quite inelegant and cause trouble.
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When roofs have dormers or other vertical elements which divide

the roof into separate sections each length of eaves needs to be

considered separately for drainage.
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Access points should be provided but if constant clearing is

required longer term solutions need consideration. In fig 60

an offset above the'cornice and a notch behind the moulding

return might provide a better solution. The base offs-ets at

St Domanic's Priory, Kentish Town, fig 61, are at the foot

of pipes which block repeatedly; but in a situation like this

where original special pipes are still in reasonably good condition

there is no doubt that every effort must be made to prevent

debris entering the pipe'where it will only too easily stick

in the aWkward bends.

In construction books there are few examples of protection for

hopper heads against transmitted debris or for resisting birds

from nesting in them. The sketch below is a detail from

Philip Webb's office for Forthanpton Court dated 7 October 1890.

It incorporates a copper wire grating with a copper wire balloon

in the head of the pipe, but has no overflow provision.

Frequency of Pipes

Where there is a regular spacing of dormers and it is not acceptable

to collect the divided waters into one gutter as at Provost

Skene's .House (fig ~6.) a regular pattern of' downpipes is the norm

(fig 62). ifuen the elevation is freer in design, pipes are often

incorporated neatly into corners and .recessed without becoming
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prominent element. At Apchmaco~ House (fig 63) six downpipes drain
six collecting pockets including two bay windows. The circular
stair turret being difficult to provide with a gutter drips freely.

On a small 17th century cottage in Cant:rbury (fig 6~) we have
an elaborate pipe system, the small hip at the top is divided
by the chimney stack and these comparatively small areas of roof
have been drained individually, because water dripping from the
eaves would fall, as it no doubt did at some stage, on to the
sloping shoulders of the widening stack where grass is flourishing
in the joints. The collected water in the left side hopper is

not allowed to discharge over the tiled roof outbuilding but
is lead by pipe to discharge near the gutter below. On another
Canterbury building (fig 65) there are examples of a most
widespread problem, the drainage of bay window roofs with
undersized pipes. Small parapets enclose a limited catchment

area and these are drained by two inch diameter pipes into
downpipes from the roofs which in turn serve trapped pockets
behind decorative gables and parapets which show no signs of
overflows. The smaller the pipe the greater the risk of blockage

from leaves and other debris, and while small pipes when free can
cope with the water flow rate they are not to be recommended for
trouble-free roofs.

Internal downpipes

It is not always possible to establish the track record of rainwater
pipes and an area where I have found little evidence of trouble
but where I would expect to find it, is where pipes are buried
in walls. The details on page show pipes discharging inside
walls. fig 66, a National Trust Property in Leith shows an
unusual example of eaves gutters taken inside just below gutter
level. In this case we can observe not much rain ordinarily
falli~~ on the pipe will be lead into the wall, especially as it

is to some extent protected by the eaves, but the collecting
roof area above is substantial and the pipes descending in the
wall must encourage condensation on the pipe in any warm room
through which it passes. Perhaps the rooms are cold enough not
to make it a problem but what happens if the pipe blocks. Perhaps,
it never does.
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The Reforn Club by Sir Charles B~rry has internal downpipe from

the secret gutter referred to on page These are in recesses

to the side of the corner room fireplaces and one wonders if that

location was chosen to moderate the eff:ct of dampness in the wall.

Shown recessed on plans they may be hidden by panelling but that

condition would suggest a high risk area for dry rot should blockage

occur. We do know this happened in Christs Church Spitalfields
and the 9 11 x 5" rectangular pipes were buried without access

po!nts behind 1}" of plaster on the aisle walls. It was necessary

to expose them and introduce rodding eyes, but the self-cleansing

performance of these large section pipes until the period of recen~

neglect suggests that Hawkesmoor knew a lot about the probabl~

performance of his huge lead pipes and may have rested content

that located as they were no one would steal or mutilate them.

,

In St James Palace preoinct within a few yards of each other we can

see examples (figs 67 and 68) of low level lead pipe protection.

This consists either of changing the bottom six feet or so to cast

iron or encasing to a similar height witb a ~etal guard. I am

unsure whether this defence is against vehicles smashing the sections,

thieves cutting the accessible .parts away or simply the schoolboy

carving initials or holes with his penknife. Whatever the priority,

the wisdom of the precaution is, no doubt, well founded.

Nothing will be said about rainwater shoes but before leaving

downpipes it may be worth pointing out the interesting fixing
method adopted almost universally for lead pipes. Large lead

fixing tacks are burned onto the socket and fixed to the wall

with heavy iron nails and half the flap is turned inwards to the

pipe to protect the nail heads. In Tudor and Stewart work these

are ornamented; at Knole, several have coats of arms.
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Ground gutters

When rain reaches ground level on modern buildings it has to be
lead by a rainwater shoe or gully into a drain. In older buildings

examples still remain of ground gutters ·formed in the pavement
around the building.' In the case of thatched cottages Fig. 69

or other buildings without eaves gutters they provide a collecting

channel for rain discharging from the eaves. At Southwell Minster

Fig. 70 as in many churches the downpipes discharge at ground level

either directly into a ground gutter or onto paving laid to fall
into a gutter.

The design for rainwater in relation to paved areas is another

chapter; the design to ·falls and patterns, the affect of settlenent

and heave, the scale of paYers and the strength and weaknesses of
asphalt paving abound with material for exploration. Suffice ~t

to say rainwater here as on buildings cannot be ignored and

architects will be solving the problems it poses for ever.
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